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Abstract

Fine-grid Euler-Lagrange simulations of gas-fluidization of uniformly sized particles have been performed in

three-dimensional periodic domains. Snapshots obtained from these simulations have been systematically

coarse-grained to extract filter size dependent corrections to the drag law that should be employed in coarse

Euler-Euler (EE) simulations. Correction to the drag law that should be employed in Coarse Multi-Phase

Particle-in-Cell (MP-PIC) model simulations is examined through a two-step process: separating the coars-

ening of the fluid and particle phases. It is found that the drag correction is almost entirely due to the

coarsening of the fluid cells, with particle coarsening having only a weak effect. It is shown that drag cor-

rection for coarse EE and MP-PIC simulations are comparable. As a result, coarse drag models developed

for EE simulations can serve as a good estimate for corrections in MP-PIC simulations, and vice versa.

Keywords: MP-PIC, parcel approach, fluid coarsening, particle coarsening, drag force, filtered two-fluid

model

1. Introduction

Industrial-scale gas-particle flow systems exhibit flow structures which span a wide range of spatial and

temporal scales; bubble-like voids of varying sizes rising at different velocities form in dense beds, while

dynamic clusters of different shapes and sizes are found in dilute flows. These meso-scale structures affect

the macro-scale flow patterns, which impacts the performance of fluidized bed chemical reactors. This5

multi-scale nature of flow complicates analysis and scale-up of these devices. Coarse simulation methods

that can reproduce reliably the macro-scale flow structures in these devices have been a topic of much

research (Agrawal et al., 2001; Wang and Li, 2007; Igci and Sundaresan, 2011a; Parmentier et al., 2012; Ozel

et al., 2013; Milioli et al., 2013; Schneiderbauer and Pirker, 2014).

Industrial-scale fluidized bed simulations can be classified into two groups: (1) Eulerian-Eulerian simula-10

tions based on two-fluid model (TFM) approach (Gidaspow, 1994; Syamlal et al., 1993; Balzer et al., 1998)

and (2) Eulerian-Lagrangian simulations based on multiphase particle-in-cell method (MP-PIC) (Snider,

2001; Snider and Banerjee, 2010; Snider et al., 2011).
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In TFM simulations of gas-particle flows, one must postulate models for the interphase interaction force

and the effective stresses in the two phases. The particle phase stress model is either postulated in an ad-hoc15

manner (Jackson, 2000) or calculated using the kinetic theory for granular flow (KTGF) and a fluctuating

granular energy equation (e.g., see Gidaspow (1994); Koch and Sangani (1999); Balzer et al. (1998); Lun

et al. (1984); Ding and Gidaspow (1990)). In MP-PIC simulations, the continuum averaged equations of

motion for the gas phase are solved on an Eulerian grid, while representative particles, commonly referred

to as parcels representing a plurality of real particles, are tracked in a Lagrangian manner. As in TFM, this20

approach requires a model for the interphase interaction force. Furthermore, collisions between parcels are

not tracked; but are captured indirectly through a postulated particle phase stress (Snider, 2001; O’Rourke

and Snider, 2012; O’Rourke et al., 2009; Snider, 2007). The Discrete Particle Model (DPM) proposed by

Patankar and Joseph (2001) seeks to circumvent the need for postulating a stress model in the parcel-based

simulation by treating the parcels as effectively larger particles and tracking collisions between the parcels.25

Collision tracking is generally very expensive and hence DPM-based approach has not gained much attraction

for industrial scale device simulations.

It is generally accepted that meso-scale structures affect the macro-scale flow characteristics. As a result,

one must either resolve the meso-scale structures or recognize their consequences in some indirect manner.

Li and Kwauk (1994) recognized that the presence of clusters leads to a significant decrease in the effective30

fluid-particle drag and introduced the energy-minimization-multi-scale (EMMS) method, which has been

refined and extended since then (Wang and Li, 2007; Wang et al., 2008). The meso-scale patterns, which

the EMMS method sought to average over, can be observed in TFM simulations when fine numerical grids

are employed (e.g., see Agrawal et al. (2001); Ozel et al. (2013)). MP-PIC simulations with fine grids reveal

these structures as well; indeed, with fine Eulerian grids, both TFM and MP-PIC approaches reveal similar35

meso-scale structures (Benyahia and Sundaresan, 2012).

When fine numerical grids are employed, all the particles are tracked in an Euler-Lagrange simulation

(i.e. parcel size is one), and all the collisions are resolved, one obtains the so-called Computational Fluid

Dynamics-Discrete Element Method (CFD-DEM). This method has served as a vehicle to probe meso-

scale flow structures (Ye et al., 2004; Capecelatro and Desjardins, 2013; Capecelatro et al., 2014a,b; Radl40

and Sundaresan, 2014; Salikov et al., 2015) and the consequences of complex particle-particle interactions

(Kobayashi et al., 2013; Girardi et al., 2016; Kolehmainen et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2016; Fries et al., 2013). The

CFD-DEM approach is computationally expensive and is limited to small-scale flows, as one can realistically

track no more than a few million particles.

The use of fine grids is not practical for industrial scale flow problems (Sundaresan, 2000), necessitating45

the use of coarse (fluid) grids in both TFM and MP-PIC methods and treatment of particle-particle interac-

tions through a stress model. Such coarse simulations require coarse-grained constitutive models to account

for the consequences of unresolved flow structures.

A procedure for systematically coarse-graining the TFM to obtain the so-called filtered TFM has already

2
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been presented in the literature (Igci et al., 2008; Parmentier et al., 2012; Ozel et al., 2013; Milioli et al.,50

2013; Schneiderbauer and Pirker, 2014; O’Brien, 2014; Fox, 2014) The filtered TFM contains additional

residual correlations (such as filtered solid stress and drag force), which must be modeled. It is now known

that the filtered drag force depends on filter size and can be significantly smaller than that predicted by

the original drag force models; this correction to the drag law is the most important difference between the

original and filtered TFMs (Igci and Sundaresan, 2011a; Parmentier et al., 2012; Ozel et al., 2013; Milioli55

et al., 2013; Schneiderbauer and Pirker, 2014). Ozarkar et al. (2015) show that the sub-grid contribution of

particle phase stress has a slight effect on the macroscopic flow predictions such as time-average pressure and

velocity profiles, as well as the solids inventory in a dense fluidized bed. However, in the context of dilute

dispersed flows, Moreau et al. (2009) point out that the trace of sub-grid contribution of particle stresses

has a dispersive characteristic and it is crucial to obtaining a better prediction of particle segregation.60

Coarse-graining CFD-DEM simulation results is beginning to gain attention only recently (Radl and

Sundaresan, 2014; Capecelatro et al., 2014b,a, 2016b,a), motivated by the need for closures to be used in

coarser models. These authors have simulated fluidized suspensions in fully/wall-bounded periodic domains

and analyzed the snapshots. Radl and Sundaresan (2014) examined how the drag law should be modified

when one coarsens the fluid grid size, while continuing to simulate through DEM the motion of all the65

particles in the simulation domain. Such coarsening, referred to as fluid coarsening, revealed the need for

a filter size dependent effective drag law, which is conceptually similar to what is known in the context of

TFMs. These authors speculated that the drag law may also depend on parcel size in both MP-PIC and

DPM based approaches. However, they did not perform a systematic particle coarsening to check whether

their speculation is correct, or considered the derivation of drag closures for Euler-Euler-based models from70

their CFD-DEM data. In contrast, Capecelatro et al. (2016b,a) propose closures for Reynolds-averaged

Euler-Euler-based models for gas-particle flows from CFD-DEM predictions. It should be remarked that

there is a long history of seeking closures for effective stresses and fluid turbulence particle interactions in

Euler-Euler models from Euler-Lagrange simulation results (e.g., see Simonin (1991); Vance et al. (2006);

Fede and Simonin (2006); Kaufmann et al. (2008)); however, these studies typically do not seek correction75

to drag.

The present study is concerned with a systematic coarsening of computational data generated through

detailed simulations to develop effective drag force models for filtered Euler-Euler and MP-PIC approaches.

Although it would be desirable to generate the required computational data through fully-resolved Euler-

Lagrange simulations, where the motion of the particles are followed using Newton’s equations and the80

interstitial fluid flow is completely resolved through direct numerical simulation (Koch and Ladd, 1997;

Derksen and Sundaresan, 2007; Rubinstein et al., 2016; Tenneti et al., 2010, 2011; Vincent et al., 2014;

Ozel et al., 2016), such simulations are very expensive and flows involving only a few thousand particles

can realistically be simulated through this approach. In contrast, one can readily perform CFD-DEM

simulations, which requires a microscopic drag law as an input, in larger domains containing millions of85
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particles (Capecelatro et al., 2014a). Hence, this approach is more suitable for developing filtered drag laws

that are applicable for very coarse simulations. Work aimed at developing such coarse drag laws by filtering

CFD-DEM simulation results are beginning to emerge (Radl and Sundaresan, 2014; Girardi et al., 2016;

Capecelatro et al., 2016b,a).

One can also generate computational data through finely resolved Euler-Euler simulations, but these90

simulations require particle phase stress model as well. Continuum particle-phase stress models that account

for complex particle-particle interactions, such as van der Waals, capillary or electrostatic interactions, are

still under development. In contrast, these interactions are quite easily included in CFD-DEM simulations,

and therefore we pursue CFD-DEM simulations to generate the computational database needed for coarse

model development.95

By filtering the CFD-DEM results, one can generate four types of results: (1) coarse-grained drag that

can be used with filtered Euler-Euler simulations, (2) coarse-grained drag model that can be used with coarse

MP-PIC and coarse CFD-DPM simulations, (3) continuum particle phase stress model that can be used in

well resolved Euler-Euler simulations, and (4) coarse-grained stress models that can be used with filtered

Euler-Euler and coarse MP-PIC simulations. In the present study, we are concerned with items 1 and 2 in100

the above list.

The general approach to extract such drag models is follows. In the CFD-DEM simulations used to

generate the snapshots, a user-specified grid size is employed to solve the averaged equation for the gas

phase, which is 3dp in the examples presented in this paper, where dp denotes particle diameter. In order

to develop effective drag law for filtered Euler-Euler approach, we first map the Lagrangian variables from105

particle locations onto the Eulerian field and then compute the filtered Eulerian drag force for different

filter sizes by following the procedure already outlined in the literature (Igci and Sundaresan, 2011a; Ozel

et al., 2013). Drag model for Euler-Lagrange simulations can be coarsened in two ways: (1) One seeks

modifications to the drag force model when only coarsening the grid size used for solving the fluid phase

equations, while continuing to solve for the motion of all the particles as in the original fine-grid simulation.110

This is the fluid coarsening referred to earlier. (2) One seeks a modified drag law that applies when one

further coarsens the problem by following the motion of only a subset of the particles (along with the fluid

coarsening). This is the particle coarsening referred to earlier. This is illustrated in Figure 1 schematically.

In general, particle coarsening should be accompanied by fluid coarsening as well, since one must have a fair

number of representative particles inside each fluid cell to get reasonable statistics.115

In the present study we address the following questions:

• What is the relative importance of fluid and particle coarsening on the extent of correction to the drag

law for coarse Euler-Lagrange simulations?

• When applying the drag law, the drag force is evaluated in the Eulerian cell (i.e., in Euler-Euler

based models) and at the particle (parcel) location in the other (when seeking to perform well resolved120

simulations, researchers currently use the same drag law (e.g., Wen and Yu (1966)) in both Euler-Euler
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration showing fine-grid Euler-Lagrange simulations (panel (a); colors indicate the local particle
concentration) to obtain constitutive relationships for fluid-coarsened (panel (b)), and coarse-grid MP-PIC simulations with
parcels representative of many particles (panel (c), dparcel refers to the diameter of a parcel).

simulations, researchers currently use the same drag law (e.g., Wen and Yu (1966)) in both Euler-Euler

and Euler-Lagrange simulations.) How does this difference affect the fashion in which the effective drag

law changes with extent of coarsening for the Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange simulations?

To answer these questions, we coarse-grain the same set of computationally generated snapshots to125

extract effective drag corrections applicable to both coarse Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange simulations. We

will demonstrate that fluid coarsening is mostly responsible for the correction to the drag law and that for

small filter sizes there is a small difference in the coarsened drag laws for the Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange

simulations. This difference becomes smaller as one increases the extent of fluid and particle coarsening. As

a result, one can, to a good approximation, avail the drag corrections developed in the literature for coarse130

Euler-Euler simulations in coarse Euler-Lagrange simulations as well.

This paper is organized as follows. We present the mathematical modeling and flow configuration, which

is a 3D fully periodic square prism, in §2. Fluid and particle coarsening procedures are described in §3. In

§4, the coarse-grained results are presented. The principal results are summarized in section, §5.

2. Mathematical Modeling and Flow Configuration135

In the Discrete Element Method (DEM) (Cundall and Strack, 1979), particles are tracked by solving

Newton’s equations of motion:
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=
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=
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concentration) to obtain constitutive relationships for fluid-coarsened (panel (b)), and coarse-grid MP-PIC simulations with
parcels representative of many particles (panel (c), dparcel refers to the diameter of a parcel).
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law changes with extent of coarsening for the Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange simulations?
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extract effective drag corrections applicable to both coarse Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange simulations. We125

will demonstrate that fluid coarsening is mostly responsible for the correction to the drag law and that for

small filter sizes there is a small difference in the coarsened drag laws for the Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange

simulations. This difference becomes smaller as one increases the extent of fluid and particle coarsening. As

a result, one can, to a good approximation, avail the drag corrections developed in the literature for coarse

Euler-Euler simulations in coarse Euler-Lagrange simulations as well.130

This paper is organized as follows. We present the mathematical modeling and flow configuration, which

is a 3D fully periodic square prism, in §2. Fluid and particle coarsening procedures are described in §3. In

§4, the coarse-grained results are presented. The principal results are summarized in section, §5.

2. Mathematical Modeling and Flow Configuration

In the Discrete Element Method (DEM) (Cundall and Strack, 1979), particles are tracked by solving

Newton’s equations of motion:

mi
dvi
dt

=
∑

j

(fnc,ij + f tc,ij) + fg→p,i +mig (1)

Ii
dωi
dt

=
∑

j

T t,ij (2)

In the equations, particle i is spherical and has mass mi, moment of inertia Ii, translational and angular135

velocities vi and ωi. The forces acting on the particle i are: fnc,ij and f tc,ij which are the normal and
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tangential contact forces between two particles i and j; fg→p,i which is the total interaction force on the

particle i due to surrounding gas (explained further below), and mig is the gravitational force. The torque

acting on particle i due to particle j is T t,ij . T t,ij = Rij × f tc,ij , where Rij is the vector from the center of

particle i to the contact point.140

The particle contact forces fnc,ij and f tc,ij are calculated by the following Johnson and Johnson (1987);

Di Renzo and Di Maio (2004):

fnc,ij =
4

3
Y ∗
√
r∗δ3/2

n nij + 2

√
5

6
β
√
Snm∗v

n
ij , (3)

f tc,ij =




−8G∗

√
r∗δntij + 2

√
5
6β
√
Stm∗vtij for

∣∣f tc,ij
∣∣ < µs

∣∣fnc,ij
∣∣

−µs
∣∣fnc,ij

∣∣ tij
|tij | for

∣∣f tc,ij
∣∣ ≥ µs

∣∣fnc,ij
∣∣ ,

(4)

where

1

Y ∗
=

1− ν2
i

Yi
+

1− ν2
j

Yj
,

1

r∗
=

1

ri
+

1

rj
, (5)

β =
ln(e)√

ln2(e) + π2
, Sn = 2Y ∗

√
r∗δn, (6)

1

G∗
=

2(2 + νi)(1− νi)
Yi

+
2(2 + νj)(1− νj)

Yj
, St = 8G∗

√
r∗δn. (7)

The subscripts i, j denote spherical particle i or j, and the superscript ∗ denotes the effective particle

property of those two particles. The effective particle mass m∗ is calculated as m∗ = mimj/(mi + mj); δn

is normal overlap distance; nij represents the unit normal vector pointing from particle j to particle i; vnij

represents the normal velocity of particle j relative to particle i; tij represents the tangential displacement

obtained from the integration of the relative tangential velocity during the contact, vtij ; and µs is the particle145

sliding friction coefficient. Here, Y is Young’s modulus, G is shear modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, and r is

particle radius.

The fluid phase is modeled by solving the following conservation of mass and momentum equations in

terms of the locally averaged variables over a computational cell:

∂

∂t
(1− φ) + ∇ · [(1− φ)ug] = 0, (8)

ρg(1− φ)

(
∂ug
∂t

+ ug ·∇ug
)

= −∇pg + ∇ · τ g + Φd + ρg(1− φ)g. (9)

Here, ρg is the density of the gas which is assumed to be constant, φ is the solid volume fraction, ug is the150

gas velocity, pg is the gas phase pressure, τ g is the gas phase deviatoric stress tensor. The total gas-particle

interaction force per unit volume of the mixture −Φd, exerted on the particles by the gas, is composed of a

generalized buoyancy force due to the slowly-varying (in space) local-average gas phase stress (−pgI + τ g)

and the force due to the rapidly varying flow (in space) field around the particles.

6



In finite volume method based computations employed in our simulations, Φd in any computational cell

is related to fg→p,i of all the particles in that cell as Φd = −
∑cell

i fg→p,i

V where V is the volume of the

computational cell. On a per particle basis, the total interaction force on the particle by the gas can be

written as fg→p,i = −Vp,i∇pg|x=xp,i
+ Vp,i∇ · τ g|x=xp,i

+ fd,i , where Vp,i is the particle volume and fd,i

is the drag force calculated by the Wen and Yu (1966) drag law. The gas phase deviatoric stress tensor

contribution is relatively insignificant in fg→p,i for modeling gas-fluidized beds of particles (Agrawal et al.,

2001) and hence ignored. The total interaction force is mapped on the Eulerian grid using a mollification

kernel ξ characterized by a smoothing length equal to the mesh spacing ∆ by following Pepiot and Desjardins

(2012). The kernel function ξ is defined by

ξ(L) =





1
4L4 − 5

8L2 + 115
192 , if L ≤ 0.5

− 1
6L4 + 5

6L3 − 5
4L2 + 5

24L+ 55
96 , if 0.5 < L ≤ 1.5

(2.5−L)4

24 , if 1.5 < L ≤ 2.5

0, otherwise

(10)

where L = d/∆ and d is the distance from the particle position xp,i to face center coordinate x. The155

total force is mapped over the 27 nearest cells around the particle location. Alternatively, the mapping

of Lagrangian properties on the Eulerian mesh could be performed by using trilinear interpolation (Snider

et al., 1998; Patankar and Joseph, 2001). Subscript i indicates that quantities are per particle, and that fluid

phase properties have been interpolated at the particle position, |x=xp,i . The fluid variables at the particle

position are computed by a linear interpolation using the distance weightings L.160

The gas phase equations are solved using an OpenFOAM-based Computational Fluid Dynamics solver

(OpenFOAM, 2013), while the particle phase DEM equations are evolved via the LIGGGHTS platform

(Kloss et al., 2011). The two phases are coupled via CFDEMcoupling (Kloss et al., 2012; Goniva et al.,

2012).

We performed simulations in periodic domains in which one can examine the flow dynamics without wall-165

induced restrictions. To drive the flow in this periodic domain, we decompose the pressure term pg in Eq. (9)

into two components as follows: pg(x, t) = p′′g (x, t) − ρ̄||g||(z − zo). Here, p′′g is the computed gas pressure

that obeys the periodic boundary condition and ρ̄||g||(z−zo) represents the mean vertical pressure drop due

to the total mass of a two-phase mixture; ρ̄ is the domain-averaged mixture density; z is the coordinate in

the direction that is opposite of gravity and zo is a reference elevation.170

Although we will present our results in dimensionless form, it is useful to present typical dimensional

quantities to demonstrate that the simulations have been done for gas-particle systems of practical interest.

With this in mind, we present the simulation parameters in both dimensional and dimensionless forms in

Table 1. Simulations were performed for three different domain-averaged solid volume fractions < φ >:

0.02, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3, and three different particle sizes. The simulations were run for a sufficiently long175
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Figure 2: Snapshots of the particle volume fraction field in a periodic domain. Simulations’ parameters are listed in Table 1.
Domain-averaged particle volume fraction < φ > is (a) 0.02, (b) 0.1 and (c) 0.3. The gray scale axis ranges from 0 (white) to
0.64 (black). Particle Froude number is 88.4.

Table 1. Simulations were performed for three different domain-averaged solid volume fractions < φ >:175

0.02, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3, and three different particle sizes. The simulations were run for a sufficiently long

duration (10 τSt
p ) to ensure that a statistical steady state is reached (see Table 1 for the definition of τSt

p ).

Subsequently, snapshots were collected at every τSt
p time instant for a duration of 20 τSt

p . Snapshots of the

particle volume fraction fields obtained in simulations with different domain-averaged solid volume fraction

are shown in Figure 2, for particles with a diameter of 75µm. The computational data from these snapshots180

were then filtered, binned in terms of filtered volume fraction and filter size.
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Domain-averaged particle volume fraction < φ > is (a) 0.02, (b) 0.1 and (c) 0.3. The gray scale axis ranges from 0 (white) to
0.64 (black). Particle Froude number is 88.4.

duration (10 τStp ) to ensure that a statistical steady state is reached (see Table 1 for the definition of τStp ).

Subsequently, snapshots were collected at every τStp time instant for a duration of 20 τStp . Snapshots of the

particle volume fraction fields obtained in simulations with different domain-averaged solid volume fraction

are shown in Figure 2, for particles with a diameter of 75µm. The computational data from these snapshots

were then filtered, binned in terms of filtered volume fraction and filter size.180
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Table 1: Computational domain and simulations parameters.

Simulations Parameters Value

Particle diameter; dp [µm] 75 / 150 / 300

Domain size; (dp × dp × dp) 240× 240× 960

Grid size; (dp × dp × dp) 3× 3× 3

Acceleration due to gravity; g [m/s2] 9.81

Particle density; ρp [kg/m3] 1500

Young’s modulus; Y [Pa] 106

Poisson’s ratio; ν 0.42

Restitution coefficient; e 0.9

Particle-particle friction coefficient; µp 0.5

Gas density; ρg [kg/m3] 1.3

Gas viscosity; µg [Pa · s] 1.8×10−5

Stokes relaxation time; τStp =
ρpdp

2

18µg
[s] 0.026 / 0.104 / 0.416

Terminal velocity of a single particle

based on Wen and Yu (1966) drag law; vt [m/s] 0.255 / 1.022 / 4.080

Domain-averaged solid volume fraction < φ > 0.02 / 0.1 / 0.2† / 0.3‡

Number of particles 2.1× 106/10.5× 106/21× 106/31.5× 106

Froude number based on

terminal velocity; Frp = vt
2/(||g||dp) 88.4 / 709.8 / 5656.3

† The simulations with the domain-averaged solid volume fraction of 0.2 were performed only for particles with

diameters of 150µm and 300µm.

‡ The simulation with the domain-averaged solid volume fraction of 0.3 was performed only for particles with a

diameter of 75µm.

3. Coarsening Procedure

3.1. Fluid Coarsening

The correction to the drag force needed for Euler-Lagrange simulations with coarser fluid grids was

deduced by filtering the results from highly resolved simulations. Firstly, the particle volume fraction, gas

pressure and gas velocity were filtered using various filter sizes ∆f around each computational node. The

filtered solid volume fraction is computed by

φ(x, t) =

∫ ∫ ∫
φ(r, t)G(r− x)dr (11)
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where G(r− x) is a weight function which satisfies
∫ ∫ ∫

G(r)dr = 1. The box filter kernel is given by

G(r− x) =





1
∆3

f
, if |r− x| ≤ ∆f

2

0, otherwise
(12)

The filtered gas velocity is defined as

ũg(x, t) =
1

(1− φ)

∫ ∫ ∫
G(r− x)(1− φ(r, t))ug(r, t)dr. (13)

The filtered gas pressure is

pg(x, t) =

∫ ∫ ∫
G(r− x)pg(r, t)dr. (14)

They were then interpolated to each particle location to compute the filtered Lagrangian drag coefficient on

each particle as follows:185

β
Lag

i,α =
1

(ũg,α|x=xp,i
− vi,α)

[
− Vp,i∇α pg|x=xp,i

+ Vp,i∇α pg|x=xp,i
+ βLagi (ug,α|x=xp,i

− vi,α)

]
(15)

where α is the direction, x, y, z, ∇α is the gradient in the direction of α, vi,α is the α component of the

particle velocity and βLagi is the drag coefficient (Wen and Yu (1966) law used in highly resolved simulations)

evaluated at the solid volume fraction and the slip velocity at the particle location. Since the sub-grid

contribution of gas pressure gradient is found to be small (Igci et al., 2008; Ozel et al., 2013), we introduced

that contribution into the filtered drag coefficient, (in Eq. (15)) instead of proposing a separate model.190

3.2. Particle Coarsening

We visualize a parcel as a particle that is a representative for a prescribed number of real particles. In

this case, the filtered drag force according to which the parcels interact with fluid should reflect the effect

of fine-scale particle structure lost through the particle coarsening. Parcels were created from the highly

resolved CFD-DEM snapshots in the following manner. The analysis begins with prescribed number of195

particles np in a parcel, and a desired fluid filter size as in fluid coarsening. Then for each particle in a

snapshot, its np − 1 closest neighbors were identified; the location and velocity of a parcel representing a

collection of these np particles and the fluid-particle force acting on this parcel were then found using those

for the individual particles. Using these parcel quantities and the fluid-coarsened information interpolated

to the parcel location, the correction to the drag coefficient was deduced. The filtered parcel drag coefficient200

based on a priori construction is given by

β
par

i,α =
1

(ũg,α|x=xpar,i − 1
np

∑np

j=1 uj,α)

[
Vpar,i∇α p̃g|x=xpar,i −

np∑

j=1

Vp,j∇α pg|x=xp,j +

np∑

j=1

βLagj (ug,α|x=xp,j − vα)

]
/np (16)
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where |x=xpar,i denotes the filtered gas variables at the parcel location and Vpar,i is the parcel volume that

equals to the total volume of the particles participating in a parcel, npVp. It is then divided by np (i.e.

expressed on a per particle basis) so that one can compare β
par

and β
Lag

.

3.3. Euler-Euler filtering205

One of the goals of this study is to assess the difference between filtered Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrange

results. We can use this analysis to argue if one can use Euler-Euler filtered drag model in MP-PIC simula-

tions or vice-versa. To perform Euler-Euler filtering, we first mapped the solid velocity us to the cell centers

in a priori manner by using the mollification kernel given in Eq. (10). Then, we computed the filtered

Eulerian drag coefficient as:210

β
Eul

α =
1

(ũg,α − ũs,α)

[
φ∇α pg − φ∇α pg + βEul(ug,α − us,α)

]

where ũs,α is the filtered solid velocity at the cell center and given by

ũs(x, t) =
1

φ

∫ ∫ ∫
G(r− x)φ(r, t)us(r, t)dr (17)

and βEuli is the Eulerian drag coefficient (Wen and Yu (1966)).

4. Filtering Results

The filtered Eulerian drag coefficient as a function of the filtered particle volume fraction for various filter

sizes is shown in Figure 3. It reveals a significant reduction in filtered drag coefficient even when the filter

size is only 9 dp. This means that when we perform TFM simulations, a sub-grid correction to the drag law215

is necessary even with grid sizes as small as 9 dp. This could be one reason why TFM simulations show grid

size sensitivity even with very fine grids , and in case a filtered drag model is not used.

The filtered Lagrangian drag coefficient as a function of the filtered particle volume fraction for various

filter sizes is shown in Figure 4. Here, only fluid coarsening has been performed, as was done by Radl and

Sundaresan (2014); the present analysis considers much larger filter sizes. The strong effect of fluid filter220

size seen in Figure 4.

The outcome of particle coarsening is presented in Figure 5a and 5b for particles with Frp = 88.4. The

filtered parcel drag correction is presented in these figures as a function of filtered particle volume fraction

for various parcel sizes and two different filter sizes. The figures also include the filtered Eulerian drag

correction. The filtered parcel drag correction changes slightly upon increasing the parcel size from 1 to 8225

particles, but any further increase produces little change. The filtered parcel drag correction for parcel sizes

of 8 or larger is close to the filtered Eulerian drag correction at most filtered particle volume fraction. It is

readily apparent from Figures 4 and 6 that correction to the filtered drag coefficient comes largely from fluid

coarsening.
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Figure 3: Normalized filtered Eulerian drag coefficient as a function of the filtered particle volume fraction for various filter
sizes. Froude number is 88.4. The reference drag coefficient in the normalization is based on the filtered slip velocity and the
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ori tests of coarse CFD-DPM model. Towards this end, they compared the domain-averaged slip velocity

in a periodic domain obtained through the reference CFD-DEM and coarse CFD-DPM simulations. They

found that when coarse drag coefficient generated only through fluid coarsening was employed, the differ-
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ori tests of coarse CFD-DPM model. Towards this end, they compared the domain-averaged slip velocity

in a periodic domain obtained through the reference CFD-DEM and coarse CFD-DPM simulations. They

found that when coarse drag coefficient generated only through fluid coarsening was employed, the differ-

ence between the domain-averaged slip velocities of coarse CFD-DPM and reference CFD-DEM simulation

increased with parcel size, np. This led them to speculate that the filtered drag correction is dependent on235

the particle coarsening as well. The present particle-coarsening analysis shows clearly that this speculation
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is incorrect and that the origin of the difference is elsewhere. In coarse CFD-DPM simulations, collisions

between parcels (which are treated as pseudo-particles of diameter n1/3dp and same density as the original

particles) are tracked. Our particle-coarsening results show that the idealizations that went into parcel-parcel

interactions (and not particle-coarsening of drag law) is the source of discrepancy.240
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Figure 5: Normalized filtered parcel drag coefficient as a function of the filtered particle volume fraction for various number of
particles in a parcel. The filter sizes ∆f are equal to 21 dp (left) and 39 dp (right). Froude number is 88.4. Normalized filtered
Eulerian drag coefficient for the filter size equal to 21 dp (left) and 39 dp (right) is also plotted. Physical properties of gas are
summarized in Table 1.

Figure 6a and 6b present the filtered parcel drag correction as a function of filtered particle volume

fraction for two other particle sizes (equivalently, particle Froude numbers). The results are shown for parcel

sizes of 27 and 125, and a filter size of 39dp. The negligible effect of particle coarsening persists for the larger

particles as well. Also shown in these figures are the filtered Eulerian drag corrections. The correlation of245

Schneiderbauer and Pirker (2014) is also plotted in Figure 6a. Once again, the Eulerian and Lagrangian drag

corrections are quite similar in magnitude; in general, the Lagrangian drag coefficient is somewhat larger

(smaller) than the Eulerian one at small (large) filtered particle volume fractions. These could be due to

the fact that the Lagrangian drag coefficient is evaluated at the parcel position, while the Eulerian quantity

is evaluated at the fluid cell center. Irrespective of this distinction, it is clear from Figures 5 and 6 that250

at volume fractions typical of turbulent fluidized beds, coarse MP-PIC and CFD-DPM simulations would

require drag corrections comparable to that required by coarse TFM simulations.

The results presented for the 75µm particles were obtained from simulations with domain-average volume

fraction of 0.02, 0.1 and 0.3. Simulations for the two larger particles with domain-averaged volume fraction

of 0.3 formed nearly one-dimensional, vertically traveling particle plugs, revealing that one would need even255

larger simulation domains to capture three-dimensional structures. At this domain-average volume fractions,
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(smaller) than the Eulerian one at small (large) filtered particle volume fractions. These could be due to

the fact that the Lagrangian drag coefficient is evaluated at the parcel position, while the Eulerian quantity

is evaluated at the fluid cell center. Irrespective of this distinction, it is clear from Figures 5 and 6 that

at volume fractions typical of turbulent fluidized beds, coarse MP-PIC and CFD-DPM simulations would250

require drag corrections comparable to that required by coarse TFM simulations.

The results presented for the 75µm particles were obtained from simulations with domain-average volume

fraction of 0.02, 0.1 and 0.3. Simulations for the two larger particles with domain-averaged volume fraction

of 0.3 formed nearly one-dimensional, vertically traveling particle plugs, revealing that one would need even

larger simulation domains to capture three-dimensional structures. At this domain-average volume fractions,255

our simulations already involved > 30 million particles and required more than 150 hours of computations on

256 cores; at the present time, anything larger is beyond available resources. Simulations with < φ >= 0.2

for these two particle sizes were found to yield three-dimensional structures (in this simulation domain); as a

result, the results shown for the two larger particle sizes represent averages extracted from simulations with

domain-average volume fraction of 0.02, 0.1 and 0.2.260
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Figure 6: Normalized filtered parcel drag coefficient as a function of the filtered particle volume fraction for various number of
particles in a parcel. The filter size ∆f is equal to 39 dp. Froude numbers are 709.8 (left) and 5656.3 (right). Normalized filtered
Eulerian drag coefficient for the filter size equal to 39 dp is also plotted. The function proposed by Schneiderbauer and Pirker
(2014) is also plotted. The dimensionless gas velocity (Schneiderbauer and Pirker (2014)’s Eq.23, pp 884) is set to 1. Domain-
averaged solid volume fractions are equal to 0.02, 0.1 and 0.2. Physical properties of gas and particles used in the simulations
are summarized in Table 1.

Earlier studies on correction to Eulerian drag coefficient, extracted from highly resolved TFM simulations,

have sought to correlate the correction to the filtered drag coefficient in terms of filter size and filtered particle

volume fraction (Igci and Sundaresan, 2011a; Parmentier et al., 2012) as

< β
Eul

>

< βEul >
= 1−H(∆f , φ). (18)

Igci and Sundaresan (2011a) and Parmentier et al. (2012) scaled the filter size differently. Igci and Sundaresan

(2011a) proposed

H =
Fr

−1/3
f

1.5 + Fr
−1/3
f

h2D(φ), F rf =
||g||∆f

v2t
, (19)

while Parmentier et al. (2012) wrote:

H =
∆∗2

f

0.0613 + ∆∗2
f

H∞(φ), ∆∗
f =

∆fτ
St
p√

||g||DH

(20)

Here, DH is the hydraulic diameter of the bed. Note that in the above correlations, H approaches to h2D(φ)

(Igci and Sundaresan, 2011a) or H∞(φ) (Parmentier et al., 2012), at the limit of very large filter sizes.
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Earlier studies on correction to Eulerian drag coefficient, extracted from highly resolved TFM simulations,

have sought to correlate the correction to the filtered drag coefficient in terms of filter size and filtered particle

volume fraction (Igci and Sundaresan, 2011a; Parmentier et al., 2012) as

< β
Eul

>
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= 1−H(∆f , φ). (18)

Igci and Sundaresan (2011a) and Parmentier et al. (2012) scaled the filter size differently. Igci and Sundaresan

(2011a) proposed

H =
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while Parmentier et al. (2012) wrote:

H =
∆∗2f

0.0613 + ∆∗2f
H∞(φ), ∆∗f =

∆fτ
St
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||g||DH
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Here, DH is the hydraulic diameter of the bed. Note that in the above correlations, H approaches to h2D(φ)

(Igci and Sundaresan, 2011a) or H∞(φ) (Parmentier et al., 2012), at the limit of very large filter sizes. While

Igci and Sundaresan (2011a) presented an explicit correlation for h2D(φ), which is not reproduced here,

Parmentier et al. (2012) argued that H∞(φ) can only be found to within a multiplicative constant κ which

depends on the simulated case and is dynamically adjusted in the coarse simulations: H∞(φ) = κh(φ) where265

h(φ) =

√
φ

φmax

(
1− φ

φmax

)[
1− 1.88

φ

φmax
+ 5.16

(
φ

φmax

)2
]
. (21)

Their analyses suggested that κ will be in the range of 2− 4.
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In the present study, we estimated this asymptotic limit as follows. The filtered Eulerian drag correction

is first plotted against the inverse of filter size for various values of φ, as illustrated in Figure 7, where a

nearly linear dependence is readily apparent for the three largest filter sizes. Accordingly, the data for the

three largest filter sizes were fit to a straight line and extrapolated to very large filter sizes. Needless to say270

that such extrapolation is not reliable; however, it is a convenient way of generating a compact correlation

that can be applied within the range of filter sizes for which filtered results are generated. The y-intercepts

for various φ values obtained through such an analysis for the particles with Frp = 88.4 are presented in

Figure 8. Such extrapolation was done for both Eulerian and Lagrangian corrections. The figure also shows

h2D(φ) of Igci and Sundaresan (2011a) and H∞(φ) of Parmentier et al. (2012). While plotting H∞(φ), we275

set φmax = 0.587 for particles with friction coefficient of 0.5 used in our simulations (motivated by the results

of Chialvo et al. (2012) for the critical particle concentration in granular shear flows) and adjusted κ to get

a good fit (κ = 3.1).

While Igci and Sundaresan (2011a) presented an explicit correlation for h2D(φ), which is not reproduced

here, Parmentier et al. (2012) argued that H∞(φ) can only be found to within a multiplicative constant κ265
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a good fit (κ = 3.1).280
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Figure 7: Normalized filtered Eulerian drag coefficient as a function of the inverse filter length at three filtered solid volume
fractions, φ̄ = 0.05, 0.1 and 0.3. Froude numbers is 88.4. Physical properties of gas and particles used in the simulations are
summarized in Table 1.
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fractions, φ̄ = 0.05, 0.1 and 0.3. Froude numbers is 88.4. Physical properties of gas and particles used in the simulations are
summarized in Table 1.

Figure 8 clarifies two points. First, filtering the same data set leads to similar correction to the drag law for

both filtered TFM and MP-PIC approaches. Small quantitative differences found in the drag corrections to280

be deployed in filtered TFM and MP-PIC (or CFD-DPM) simulations could indeed be due to the differences

in the location where the drag law is applied: drag force is evaluated at the Eulerian grid in the case of

TFM, while it is found at the particle (parcel) location in CFD-DPM and MP-PIC simulations. However,

this difference is only modest, except at very low volume fractions. Second, the shape of the correction

function deduced in the present study based on snapshots generated through CFD-DEM data is very similar285

to those found in earlier studies employing finely resolved TFM simulations to deduce the correction. This
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reassures as it indicates robustness of the corrections.

The asymptotic limit deduced by Igci and Sundaresan (2011a) does not allow for dynamic adjustment,

while that due to Parmentier et al. (2012) does. The superior fit seen with the latter model is due to this

adjustable parameter. Parmentier et al. (2012) have also presented an elegant approach to deduce the value290

of this adjustable parameter in coarse simulations. Figure 8 suggests that it would be good to include such

dynamic adjustment of drag coefficient in simulations of filtered TFM, CFD-DPM and MP-PIC simulations.

Figure 9a shows the asymptotic limit to the Eulerian drag correction for the three different particle sizes.

As noted earlier, simulations manifesting three-dimensional structures formed for the larger particles only

when the domain-averaged volume fraction was small. As a result, we could generate through CFD-DEM295

approach the drag correction only for a limited volume fraction range for the two larger particle sizes explored.

Figure 9b shows analogous Lagrangian corrections. It is clear from these figures that the asymptotic limit

depends on particle Froude number, which has not been examined carefully in previous studies. By allowing

κ to be different for systems with different Froude numbers, as illustrated in 9a, one could partly capture the

effect of Froude number on drag correction. As noted earlier, in the correction proposed by Parmentier et al.300

(2012) κ is determined dynamically in coarse-grid simulations; whether such a dynamic model will capture

the Froude number effect remains to be tested in future studies.
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Figure 9: Normalized filtered Eulerian (left) and parcel (right) drag coefficients as a function of the filtered particle volume frac-
tion at the limit of the infinite filter size. Froude numbers are 88.4, 709.8 and 5656.3. The function proposed by Parmentier et al.
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5. Summary

We have performed CFD-DEM simulations of gas-fluidization of particles in periodic domains at volume

fractions typically observed in circulating fluidized beds and turbulent fluidized beds. We then asked how305
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one should systematically coarse-grain these results to deduce the effective drag model for coarse CFD-DPM

or MP-PIC simulations and the filtered TFM approach. We demonstrate that the filtered Lagrangian drag

coefficient decreases upon coarsening the fluid grid. Particle coarsening has a weaker effect when compared

to fluid coarsening.

We have also mapped the Lagrangian quantities to the Eulerian grid and computed the filtered Eulerian310

drag coefficients. The drag corrections to be deployed in filtered TFM and MP-PIC (or CFD-DPM) simu-

lations are found to be comparable. Therefore, one can use, at least as a good first approximation, the drag

corrections deduced for filtered TFM simulations in coarse MP-PIC and CFD-DPM simulations and vice

versa.

The asymptotic limit of the drag correction applicable to large filter sizes deduced in the present study315

(for the 75µm particles fluidized by ambient air) based on CFD-DEM simulations is comparable to that

found in earlier studies through finely resolved TFM simulations. This demonstrates the robustness of the

corrections. As shown recently by Fullmer and Hrenya (2016), finely resolved Euler-Euler simulations based

on KTGF performed in periodic domains agree qualitatively and nearly quantitatively (to within 20%)

with analogous CFD-DEM simulations. Therefore, it is not surprising that the corrections to the drag law320

obtained in the present study based on CFD-DEM simulations are close to those generated through finely

resolved Euler-Euler models (Igci and Sundaresan, 2011b; Parmentier et al., 2012). These reinforce the

notion that these corrections are robust and not sensitive to modeling approach. In dense fluidized beds,

frictional stresses, not considered in KTGF, could come into play; recent studies by Cloete et al. (2016) and

Schneiderbauer and Pirker (2016) found that frictional stress did not lead to appreciable change in the drag325

correction. Also, Cloete et al. (2016) have recently supported the argument that the exact functional form

of the drag law has only a little effect on the corrections accounting for particle clustering.

Furthermore, the presented methodology could be used to formulate coarse models for systems manifest-

ing multi-physics such as cohesion introduced through liquid bridges between particles, cohesion or repulsion
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due to electrostatic charges carried by the particles and cohesion through van der Waals interaction. However,330

it still needs to be firmly established if the findings presented in our current contribution can be transferred

directly to cohesive particulate systems.

In the present study, the drag correction for each gas-particle system is expressed as a function of filter

size and filtered particle volume fraction. Some earlier studies (Milioli et al. (2013); Schneiderbauer et al.

(2013); Ozel et al. (2013)) focusing on drag models for filtered TFM found that the drag correction should335

include additional markers such as local filtered slip velocity. We have not explored such complexities in

the present study. It would be interesting to explore whether additional local markers such as filtered slip

velocity or non-local information such gradients of filtered solid volume fraction and velocities, would improve

quantitative predictions of filtered models.

It would be of interest to analyze CFD-DEM results to formulate filtered stress models and demonstrate340

that they are similar to those found by analyzing TFM results. One can then confidently use the CFD-DEM

approach to develop coarse-grained stress models for systems with complex particle-particle interactions for

which constitutive models needed in TFM are not available.
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